A conference to celebrate
Sabetai Unguru's Ninetieth Birthday
Monday, 28.12.2020

12:15 - 14:00
Chair: Rivka Feldhay
Greetings: Rachel Gali Cinamon, Dean of the Faculty of Humanities, TAU
David Rowe: Personal Reflections on Sabetai Unguru's Broader Influence on Historiography
Leo Corry: Book II of Euclid's Elements in the early English editions: 1550-1700

14:00 - 15:30
Lunch break

15:30 - 17:00
Chair: Gideon Freudenthal
Orna Harari: Can Aristotle explain why distance affects our vision?
Raz Chen-Morris: From Renaissance Shadows to Baroque Refractions: Reading Kepler's Dioptrice

17:00 - 18:00
Coffee Break

18:00 - 20:00
Chair: Shaul Katzir (coinciding with the Research Seminar)
Reviel Netz: The Mysterious Greek Diagram
Michael Fried: Edmond Halley and Sabetai Unguru: historians
Sabetai Unguru: On Longevity and Merit

The public is welcome to join us through zoom

Zoom Link >>